LEGAL NOTICES OF THE SKIPASS-GRAND-MASSIF.COM WEBSITE
skipass-grand-massif.com is a Website published on a professional basis as defined in Article 6 III-1 of the
Trust in Digital Economy Act n°2004-575 dated 21 June 2004.
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GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USE OF THIS WEBSITE

1. DEFINITIONS
Author refers to any natural or legal person who created elements of the Website, in particular the sitemap,
copy, maps, photos and videos;
Publisher refers to GMDS;
Browser refers to client software enabling connection to the Website;
Website refers to all resources accessible under the domain name skipass-grand-massif;
User refers to any visitor to the Website and user of information contained therein.

2. COPYRIGHT
French legislation as regards copyright and intellectual property applies to the entire Website. The
reproduction or use of photographs, images, maps, copy and the retrieval of database elements, graphic
design elements and as a general rule any of the published elements of this Website is strictly forbidden
without having obtained prior written consent from their original author(s).
Failure to comply with this prohibition constitutes punishable counterfeiting under Articles L 335-2 et seq of
the French Intellectual Property Code.

3. TRADEMARKS
The Website Publisher’s brand names and those of its partners as well as the logos appearing on the Website
are registered trademarks. Total or partial reproduction of these brand names or logos using elements from
the Website without written express authorisation of their owners, is therefore prohibited as per Article
L713-2 of the French Intellectual Property Code.

4. COOKIES
What is a cookie?
A cookie is a small amount of information that a website installs on the User’s computer.
Why do websites use cookies?
Web pages have no memory. When the User browses from page to page on the same website, he/she will
not be recognised as one single individual on these pages. Cookies enable the website to recognise the
User’s browser. They are therefore primarily used to remember the User’s choices and preferences (for
example language or currency), as well as to recognise the User when he/she reconnects to the same
website.
Do all cookies serve the same purpose?
No, there are different types of cookies which fulfil different roles. Cookies are distinguished by their role,
how long they last and third parties that store them on a website.
How does the Website Publisher use cookies?
When the User connects to the Website, the Publisher installs various cookies in the User’s terminal enabling
recognition of the terminal’s browser during the lifetime of the particular cookie. These cookies are used to
ensure proper execution of the order and are essential to the smooth running of the Website.
They allow storage of certain information such as holiday date, as well as the number of skiers and their
names.
Functional Cookies
These cookies enable storage of the user’s choices (such as the user’s name, preferred language or region)
and to offer improved and personalised customer service.
Google Analytics
Cookies supplied by Google Analytics are used to evaluate the Website’s efficiency and to understand the
way in which Users use the Website. On the basis of this information, it is possible to know which pages
draw the most visitors, which products interest the most Users and which types of offers they prefer.
Although it is Google Analytics which records this information supplied by the Website, the Publisher
controls the use of the data. If the User does not wish to participate in the improving the Website, products,
offers and the Publisher’s marketing strategy, the User can deactivate this website analytical tool by clicking
on the following link: http://tools.google.com/dlpage/gaoptout.
Every browser has different settings for the management of cookies. They are described in the browser’s
help menu, which enables the User to know how to change their preferences with regards to cookies. The
User can therefore choose at any time to express and change their preferences concerning cookies using the
following methods:
For Internet Explorer™
For Safari™
For Chrome™
For Firefox™
For Opera™

5. PROTECTION OF PERSONAL DATA
Processing of personal data from sales on this website has been regularly declared to the CNIL.
Personal data collected on this website with your consent is processed electronically for the purposes of
handling your order and for sending promotional offers and newsletters if you have given consent.
Obligatory fields to be completed are marked with an asterisk; if they are not completed, your order cannot
be processed. Completing other fields is optional.
GMDS is responsible for the data processing management, represented by Mr Pascal Tournier and whose
contact details are given in the “Identification” paragraph.
The recipients of this data are GMDS and, if you give consent by ticking the box to this effect, the tourist
offices of the resorts of FLAINE, LES CARROZ, MORILLON, SAMOENS and SIXT.
Data collected for handling your order is stored for a period of five years from the date of collection if the
order amount is less than 120€, ten years from the date of collection if the order amount is equal to or
greater than 120€. The number and expiry date of your credit/debit card are retained as evidence against
the possibility of a transaction being challenged, for a period of fifteen months from the date of collection.
Other data relating to your credit/debit card are deleted once the transaction has been finalised. Data
collected for commercial prospecting are kept for three years from the date you purchased your lift pass. At
the end of this period, we will contact you to find out if you wish to continue receiving commercial
propositions. In the absence of a positive response on your behalf, we will delete this data.
You have the right to access, amend and delete any data concerning you, which you can exercise by sending
a request by letter, email or telephone to GMDS, whose contact details are given in the given in the
“Identification” paragraph.

6. RESPONSIBILITY
The Website Publisher takes all possible steps to provide Users with available and verified information
and/or tools but cannot be held responsible for lack of availability of information and/or the presence of a
virus on the Website.
Furthermore, the Publisher cannot be held responsible for information given on other websites accessed via
hyperlinks and over which he has no editorial control.
For maintenance purposes, the Publisher may have to interrupt access to the Website and will make every
effort to inform Users beforehand.
The User acknowledges having read and understood these terms and conditions and agrees to abide by
them. The user acknowledges having checked that the computer system used does not contain any viruses
and that it is in perfect working order.
Finally, the Website User cannot set up a hyperlink towards this Website without previously having obtained
express consent by the Publisher.

